VAIL

Y BUTTON
PING LOCATION
HOLDING WEAPON: EJECT MAG

JOYSTICK
MOVEMENT
CLICK DOWN: PUSH TO TALK

X BUTTON
OPEN TABLET
HOLDING WEAPON: CYCLE FIRE MODE

SYSTEM MENU
OPEN STEAM VR

WINDOWS BUTTON
OPEN WMR PORTAL

TRIGGER
FIRE WEAPON
ACTIVATE UTILITY

GRIP
GRAB / INTERACT

B BUTTON
PING LOCATION
HOLDING WEAPON: EJECT MAG

JOYSTICK
ROTATE (LEFT/RIGHT)
CROUCH/STAND (UP/DOWN)
CLICK DOWN: USE SPRAYS

A BUTTON
OPEN TABLET
HOLDING WEAPON: CYCLE FIRE MODE

SYSTEM MENU
OPEN STEAM VR

WINDOWS BUTTON
OPEN WMR PORTAL

LEFT CONTROLLER

RIGHT CONTROLLER

WINDOWS MIXED REALITY CONTROLLERS